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We are fortunate to have one of the premier pitcher development programs in the region. Should you choose to
work with us, you may see significant increases in velocity. Keep reading as we dive into the five traits of a
successful pitcher. Athleticism â€” The best pitchers in the game have the ability to consistently repeat their
delivery and then make mechanical adjustments when needed. Such an ability is required at all levels.
Athleticism falls into all of this. If a pitcher throws with poor mechanics, it makes fine tuning their delivery
next to possible. Not to mention, lack of athleticism only leads to injury down the road. Work ethic â€”
Baseball is, by far, the most humbling sport out there. You can have the most talent in the world and not even
sniff the next level because you never worked hard. For pitchers, work ethic is crucial. In order to become the
best pitcher you can be, the right plan must be in place. At BRX, our programs are all about improving
flexibility, agility, and power. When our clients truly put in the work with their individualized strength
programs, the results speak for themselves. Intelligence â€” At a young age, pitchers who throw hard tend to
blow hitters away without an issue. Remember that the key to getting outs is keeping the batter off balance.
Mental toughness â€” Any pitcher would love to strike out every hitter. There are cases, though, when
everything seems to go against you on the mound. Health â€” The majority of injuries to young pitchers stem
from improper care. In order to be successful, pitchers must pay attention to their bodies. We help our clients
with the following:
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It may be due to shorter starts by pitchers, or just a change in organization philosophy, but the emphasis on
stockpiling dominant relievers is much greater now than at any point in recent baseball history. Just looking
back at the past couple of offseasons reveals how much teams now covet these pitchers. The issue is, these
relievers are getting increasingly more expensive; even too unaffordable and unreasonable for some teams.
Teams have struggled to build up organizational bullpen depth, which has forced the price of relievers on the
market to astronomical heights. Not surprisingly, these are the same teams that are considered to have the best
bullpens in the major leagues. Teams should follow these simple steps. Selecting relievers at high slots in the
amateur draft is, quite simply, not a good idea. I combed through 61 players drafted in rounds one through
three of the drafts that profiled as relievers: Of those 61 players, just three of them made a significant impact
in the big leagues: The other 58 each failed to record double digit saves, and 36 of them never made it to the
big leagues. Drafting relievers high in the draft not only yields a shockingly low amount of success stories, but
also hurts clubs long term due to wasted picks spent on bullpen busts. The 20 taken in the draft with the
intention of being bullpen pieces were mostly taken in the later rounds: There are two reasons for this: If a
pick in the first few rounds flames out, it can be a big hit to a franchise. The first is through failed starters:
More specifically, six were first rounders, four were found in the second and third, and the rest from rounds
four through nine. These pitchers started for their club for a couple of years or more, but ultimately were
unsuccessful and converted to relievers. This idea may seem to be an obvious one, but often teams are hesitant
to give up on their high draft picks. Remember that relief pitching prospects are bad It seems a bit strange to
say this, after writing a whole article on relief pitching prospects, but in reality, they are not good. Prospect
bust rates are already incredibly high, but the risk of a relief pitching prospect is significantly greater. The best
relievers in were considered, by MiLB. They have combined for 0. Not only are their career arcs and swings in
value weird, but their original origins can often be weird as well. A special arm will often find a way to shine
through, and this is especially true with relief pitchers. Not only have countless failed starters turned into great
relievers, but Kenley Jansen , Joe Nathan , Jason Motte , Sean Doolittle , and Pedro Strop initially flopped as
positional players. In addition, pitchers like Mark Melancon who had a 6.
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Starting stance In the starting stance, a pitcher should have good balance and keep his shoulders relaxed and
body squared off to the plate. The spikes of the pivot foot pitching arm side foot should be in front of the
rubber and slightly open. The free foot glove side foot should be next to or slightly behind the pivot foot and
about shoulder width apart. Start with the hands comfortably at mid-chest or the belt. The pitching hand and
wrist should be held deep inside the glove, hiding the grip and ball from the batter and coaches. Many pitchers
have problems gripping the baseball properly due to lack of hand size, finger length or grip strength. Read this
article to learn 13 different pitching grips young pitchers can use to be successful. Lastly, a pitcher should
keep his eyes fixed on the target to get the sign from the catcher. Stand tall, feel relaxed and take a deep
breath. And if he is left handed, he should be on the left side. Wind up Once the pitcher gets his sign from the
catcher in the starting stance, he needs to initiate the pitching delivery with a simultaneous hand pump and
rocker step. Hand pump For the hand pump, a pitcher may choose to lift his hands over his head, over and
behind his head, only to his chest, or keep his hands still. If a pitcher has balance or coordination problems, he
should lift his hands only to his chest or keep his hands still. Less movement means fewer things can go
wrong. Rocker step The rocker step is a small transfer of weight from the pivot foot pitching arm side foot to
the free foot glove side foot. This movement helps the pitcher shift his weight back briefly in order to put
muscles on stretch to move forward, and should develop rhythm and tempo right from the start of the motion.
However, I recommend you use the step back approach rather than stepping to the side. Stepping straight back
allows the pitcher to keep his body in-line with the target while also building more momentum and thus create
more potential velocity. Regardless of which rocker step method is used, the biggest problem that most
pitchers will have is not hesitating during the step back. Keep the head in the center of the bodyâ€”directly
over the pivot footâ€”to stay balanced. Pivot Following the rocker step, the body begins a squaring off
maneuver called the pivot, during which the pivot foot is placed in a parallel position along the front edge of
the rubber. Many pitchers have problems moon walking from one side of the rubber to the other during the
rocker step and pivot because they take too big step of a step to the side. Remember to take a small rocker step
of no more than inches preferably straight back to eliminate unnecessary movements and keep the head
directly over the pivot foot. Proper foot position on the rubber helps the effectiveness of various pitches by
maximizing the angle of pitch approach to the hitter. The midline is a line drawn from the middle of the back
foot toward the target. Every time a pitcher moves his body away from midline, it requires another extra
movement to get back along that same line, which disrupts timing and momentum. Leg lift Once the pivot foot
has been positioned, the pitcher is ready for a forward rock into the leg lift. As the leg comes up, make sure the
pitcher lifts with the knee and does not swing up the foot, which puts many pitchers out of balance. The lift leg
foot should hang freely straight down from the knee. Maximum knee height As the pitcher lifts his knee up to
maximum height, I recommend stopping the thigh slightly higher than parallel to the ground, but not so high
that it causes a loss of balance. The knee should also be angled back slightly over the rubber toward second
base, which closes off the hips. And from the back: Lifting the leg significantly higher than parallel requires it
to come straight back down before it can move forward. This extra movement increases the force required by
the pitcher to move his body down mound as he starts to expand sideways along midline, and can prevent a
pitcher from generating good forward momentum. More times than not, a high leg lift does not improve
velocity but only slows down forward momentum. During the leg lift up and at the top, keep a firm back leg;
the back leg must not collapse during leg lift, nor prior to the stride toward home plate. Coiling the body
during knee lift or over-rotating at maximum knee height slows the pitcher down as he must now reposition
his body sideways before he starts his movement toward the plate. Remember, pitching is a linear activity or
sideways activity. Having a balance point during the leg kick: Creates an un-athletic posture. In order to
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produce maximum velocity, a pitcher must move his body as fast as possible in a side lunge going from the
back leg to the front leg without stopping or hesitating. Stride length, therefore, is a good indication of how
fast the pitcher is moving away from the rubber, as well as his ability to build forward momentumâ€”both of
which contribute greatly to pitching velocity. Once maximum knee height is achieved, the pitcher will start to
stride along the midline to the target. This initial movement, characterized by the body moving sideways at the
target, has the single biggest influence on final pitch velocity. Poor posture can restrict force production and
add more stress on the arm; a pitcher who leans forward or backward will not direct his forces in the most
efficient and effective manner at the target. To experience good and proper posture, a pitcher should stand
with his heels, buttocks, and upper back against a wall while maintaining the natural curve in the back. The
chin and nose should be positioned directly over the navel. The spinal alignment signals good posture and is
what should be used in the delivery. It is important that through this brief but powerful movement toward the
plate that the head, although turned to look at the target, be oriented directly above the body. That results in
the trunk being positioned correctly to execute the next segment in the movement sequence and the
accumulation of momentum begins with a very substantial contribution. Proper posture is a great way to fix
balance problems in young pitchers: When a pitcher understands what good body posture is and can maintain
that along with keeping his head level, while moving faster, his balance problem will often disappear on its
own. Lead with the front hip In other words, get the butt out. As the stride leg lowers, the front hip should lead
the movement toward home plate while the stride foot should move downward and slide just above the mound
surface. Sandy Koufax summed it up best when he once said: Leading with the hip as long as possible and the
back leg were two of his keys for pitching success. The focus for Koufax was to use a strong back leg drive to
get his body and front hip moving faster and further toward the plate while his back leg drive provided
stability, direction and the driving force of the body toward the target. As soon as the leg starts down
maximum knee height, the pitcher should aggressively drive away from the rubber leading with his front hip.
As a way of getting pitchers to understand the timing of this, the late pitching instructor Dick Mills once said,
pretend there is an invisible coach behind the pitcher and at the moment the leg starts down from maximum
knee height, pretend that the invisible coach is forcefully pushing the pitcher from the back hip aggressively
forward. I like that mental image. This also serves to get pitchers to understand that the front hip should lead
the shoulder. Think of the stride as a skater lunge to the side. In order to produce maximum velocity, a pitcher
must move his body faster lunging sideways from the back leg to the front leg without stopping or hesitating
while keeping his head positioned over the center of the upper body mass from the start of the movement until
landing. Not knowing this commonly produces the error of the pitcher beginning the drive by leading with the
front shoulder rather than the hip. Do you notice how the outside of the stride-foot ankle faces the target as
early as possibleâ€”and for as long as possible? Do you also notice when the lead leg starts down toward
landing, it remains bent along midline rather than fully extended or swung around into the landing position?
The line of the spine should be vertical even though the head looks toward the target while the body is turned
sideways. This will ensure the body moves forward as a single unit and influences force production
maximally. What I have observed in high velocity pitchers is that the weight is held back over a firm posting
leg until the lead leg starts downward. The stride foot comes downward a little more than shoulder width apart
and slides above the ground to the contact area. The upper body and the head stay at the top center of the
widening triangle of the body. During this step, there is no push off the rubber; the body should drift forward.
Then once the stride foot has landed and stabilized the body, the hip flexors will pull of the back knee forward
and inward off from the rubber. There are generally two noticeable mechanical faults that occur when this
happens: First, if a pitcher initially tries to turn his body back toward the outfield in an effort to gain more
power before the weight shift, he will lose power. Rotation must occur over the front leg, and not the back leg.
Any action that rotates the body before directing it toward the target wastes effort. Second, if a pitcher does
not maintain flat foot ground contact long enough with his back foot, or if he does not direct his body
sideways so the back foot rolls forward along with back hip, the heel may start to lift indicating a premature
rotation of the hips. Lifting the back heel can also occur if the pitcher swings his lead leg out and around in an
arc before landing, instead of keeping the stride foot as close to midline as possible. Stride direction
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Measuring from the ball of the back foot directly to home plate, the ball of the stride foot should land within
inches across the midline. This direction helps to keep the front side closed and yet does not overly prevent
good hip and trunk isolation. As previously mentioned, stride length is a good indication of how fast a pitcher
is moving away from the rubber building forward momentum. A long stride is not a problem if the pitcher can
get his head and shoulders over the lead leg at the time of ball release. What is most important, however, is
that the pitcher is able to get his head and shoulders positioned over his landing knee at ball releaseâ€”and
braces up for rotation. Certainly some good tips about stride length right there. The take-away is this: Guys
with long strides have the lower-body strength to ride their butt down the mound longer than pitchers with
shorter strides. This is something highly-regarded pitching instructor Coach Ron Wolforth, describes as"load
while moving forward. This action adds a lot of stress on the arm and shoulder. Back foot placement A key
element of any pitching delivery is to have the body positioned to the side with the front shoulder and hip
pointed at the target before leg drive begins. A pitcher should feel the dirt firmly under his back foot and
should attempt to keep his entire foot parallel to the rubber as long as possible, as if the foot were semi-glued
to the ground. This will insure that the body will be forced sideways and will not turn or rotate too early over
the back leg and hip. Back leg drive When leg drive is completed, the back leg should be near full extension
just before the stride foot turns to land in contact with the ground stride foot contact. If the back leg is still
flexed then we know that the pitcher was not moving his body fast enough and not focusing on a strong leg
drive, as a sprinter would do in order to get out of the starting blocks faster. Hand break The hands should
break apart separate between the chest and the belt near the midline and close to the body. The hands should
break down, back and up like a pendulum swing. Pitchers should aim to break the hands as late as possible
after the lead leg starts downward. This can be accomplished by making sure the pitcher shifts his weight
toward the target before he takes the ball out of the glove. A late hand break forces pitchers to have a fast hand
break.
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Good physical conditioning II. Mental Aspects of Control Successful pitchers have a great power of
concentration, courage and confidence. They are aggressive and challenge hitters plus, they have developed a
good knowledge of pitching. A pitcher must be able to block out outside and internal distractions and focus on
each pitch. He should be able to think of how he throws a certain pitch, why he is selecting the pitch, and
where he wants to throw it. A successful pitcher must have courage to compete under very stressful situations.
He needs the courage to challenge hitters and throw the pitch for strikes. The pitcher needs to be able to
maintain his poise and emotions and have a great amount of self-discipline in tough competitive situations.
This means the pitcher not only has to know how to pitch, how to set up hitters and face various situations, but
just as importantly he has to know and accept his own strengths and limitations. A pitcher first develops
confidence through hard work, proper preparation and then from prior success. Visualize the location to a
specific fine target. The pitcher needs to understand himself. For example, on the breaking pitch, does he focus
on the spot where the pitch should end up, or the spot where he starts his pitch? Either technique is effective.
He should think, leg up, eyes up. During the delivery of the actual pitch, the pitcher should track the pitch to
the specific spot. He mentally and visually wills the pitch to that location. On the breaking pitch, the pitcher
may pull down with the head and shoulders so violently that he may lose sight of the ball, but he should come
up early enough to track the ball into the hitting zone and be ready to field his position, and protect himself.
Again, a pitcher should not attempt to throw too many different types of pitches, or throw from various arm
angles or release points. Work to develop a good consistent motion for all pitches. Control can be learned and
can be improved with proper practice and concentration. Its the difference between being a pitcher and being a
thrower. Get my pitching velocity program One of the big misconceptions in baseball is that playing the game
keeps you in shape to pitch. I wish that was true. Big league pitchers spend far more time preparing to pitch
than actually pitching. What do you think? Are there any additional tips for improving pitching control that I
missed? Or maybe you have an idea of how I can make this article even better. Tweet Get exclusive pitching
tips Are you in yet? Click the button below and enter your email to get advanced pitching strategies that I
ONLY share with my 87, newsletter subscribers.
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By Steven Ellis , former pro pitcher Updated on Dec. One of the big misconceptions in baseball is that playing
the game keeps you in shape to pitch. I wish that was true. To get to the next level, preparation matters. Big
league pitchers spend far more time preparing to pitch than actually pitching. If you believe adding velocity
could be critical to your success, check out my proven programs for pitchers of all ages. Aroldis Chapman
Pitching is a very individualized, highly skilled activity. Certainly, not all successful pitchers throw exactly
alike. If a pitcher is successful, let him use his natural delivery As stated earlier, no one pitcher will follow
each one of these techniques within his motion. Based on extensive study and analysis of the pitching motion,
these are some common and good techniques used by long term, successful and hard throwing pitchers.
Hopefully this outline can be useful as a point of reference, a checklist, or a guide for young pitchers
attempting to develop or improve a basic pitching motion. The left hand pitcher has a major advantage when
pitching from the set position with a runner at first base. Not only is the left hander facing the runner, but he
does not have to change or adjust his leg lift, hand break, or arm action. The RHP needs to lower and quicken
the leg lift, quicken the arm action, vary his motion, and unload the pitch as quickly as possible. With a runner
at second base, the LHP should quicken up and adjust his delivery. Position on the rubber 1. The pivot foot is
in front of and parallel to the rubber with only the outside edge of the instep actually touching the rubber. We
prefer the pitcher be upright, balanced, and relaxed when taking the sign. Hands must be clearly apart with the
pitching hand at the side or back. We prefer that young pitchers hold the ball in the pitching hand for feel and
grip, plus it gives the pitcher a quick pick off move. The pitcher adjusts the grip for various pitches as he
brings the hands together. The Stretch is the movement used to get into the pitching position. The pitcher can
take his stretch in various ways, but we prefer the pitcher to use a little forward, then backward rocker step for
body rhythm, relaxation and balance. The feet should be about shoulder width apart. The pitcher must come to
a complete stop, or use a change of direction with his hands. Stop at least above the belt. We prefer the RHP to
stop between the letters and the chin so the pitcher can break the hands downward and not bounce the hands
up as he starts the motion. During the stop, the front shoulder and front hip should be closed and aligned
directly to the plate. Check the runner, and vary the looks and the holding time. The RHP must quicken up and
reduce the height of his lead leg lift. A good technique to use is to bring the lead knee back to the pivot leg
thigh area which transfers the body weight over the pivot leg. A little leg lift is necessary to allow time for the
pitching arm to make its normal arm swing to the cocked position, and to transfer some body weight and
momentum back before starting the body forward. The Hand Break and Arm Motion 1. The hands should
break down along the mid-line of the body between the letters and the belt. The RHP may want to break the
hands on the first downward movement. The LHP may use a lot more preliminary hand action of up and down
to hold and deceive the runner runner on first only , but the RHP must break quickly to get the hand up into a
good cocked position and unload the ball quickly. Use of the Slide Step Technique 1. This is an effective
pitching technique to control base runners, but should be used sparingly because it necessitates a change in
arm action, causes more stress on the shoulder, and often negatively affects control. Runner on third, less than
2 outs, take away the squeeze attempt. Bases loaded, three-two count, two outs. Keep the force out in order.
When certain pick off plays have been called. Get my pitching velocity program One of the big
misconceptions in baseball is that playing the game keeps you in shape to pitch. What do you think? Are there
any additional tips for pitching from the stretch that I missed? Or maybe you have an idea of how I can make
this article even better. Tweet Get exclusive pitching tips Are you in yet? Click the button below and enter
your email to get advanced pitching strategies that I ONLY share with my 87, newsletter subscribers.
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The best way to answer this question is by using one of the most popular tools in an MLB Front Office, the
pitch movement chart. The Y-axis vertical represents vertical movement. Any dot in the negative region is
considered a sinking pitch while any dot in the positive region is considered a rising pitch. Any dot in the
negative region on the X-axis horizontal shows a pitch has glove-side break for a right-handed pitcher,
arm-side break for a left-handed pitcher while any dot in the positive region on the X-axis shows a pitch has
arm-side break for a right-handed pitcher, glove-side break for a left-handed pitcher. When you see a chart of
a Major League pitcher, the horizontal break descriptions are the opposite of a softball chart i. The overall goal
of analyzing a pitch movement chart is to identify optimal movement combinations. An optimal movement
combination is a combination of horizontal and vertical movement that increases the probability of a swinging
strike or weak contact. It would take an entirely separate article to explain what qualifies as an optimal
movement combination, so to keep this explanation brief, I will show you the poster boy of optimal
movement, Clayton Kershaw. If you look at the chart above taken from fangraphs. What this means is he has
three pitches with very similar horizontal movements, yet three distinctly different vertical movements,
including plus vertical separation between his fastball and curveball. If a pitcher can throw three different
pitches that all come off a similar horizontal plane, the hitter will have difficulty identifying the pitch early in
its flight. Kershaw is one of the best at this, and his movement profile is a big reason why he has been so
dominant throughout his career. Analyzing Movement Charts When analyzing a movement chart, the first step
is to identify the general shape of the dots. I like to call this pattern a vertically stacked movement
combination because she throws two sets of pitches with similar horizontal movements, but with noticeably
different vertical movements. This movement combination is very difficult to hit because the hitter has to
cover a inch vertical gap despite the pitches only having two inches of horizontal separation. The changeup is
effective because it bridges the vertical gap between her sinking and rising pitches. Typically, when a hitter
realizes she has to cover a large gap in movement, vertical or horizontal, she is going to pick between the two
extremes. Plus it has a 10 MPH velocity differential which is an optimal swing and miss range for a changeup.
The one negative characteristic of the changeup is that it generates significantly more horizontal break than the
rest of her pitches. When a pitch has backspin and is spinning at a high rate, it creates a force underneath the
ball formally known as Magnus Force that makes the ball appear as if it is rising. When the spin rate is lower,
that force becomes smaller and gravity takes over, diminishing the rising effect. However, a low-spin pitch can
still generate good rise as long as enough of that spin is aligned with the direction of motion Long, Baseball
Prospectus. Smyly has at best average spin rates and velocity, yet can strike Major League hitters out at an
above average rate. Why is this the case? Look at his movement chart above. You should notice that he has
four pitches with similar horizontal movements, yet four different vertical movements. Again, this is a very
deceptive movement combination, and his strikeout numbers reflect that. Now that you have seen an example
of a vertical repertoire, it is time to analyze Delanie Gourley and her horizontal based repertoire. When
Gourley throws a pitch, her ball has natural cut spin which causes the ball to break glove-side. Gourley has
this same characteristic, however, she is not able to generate as much vertical separation between her pitches
because she is generating much more horizontal break. Despite this, she is still able to throw three different
pitch combinations at three different vertical levels, forcing the hitter to differentiate between the different
types of sidespin. In addition, one of these pitches, her patented changeup, has a 10 MPH velocity differential,
making it an ideal swing and miss pitch. The movement chart below shows Jansen is generating extreme cut
on his fastball and complementing it with a slider that breaks directly underneath the cut-fastball. Jansen is
known for the riding cutter, a pitch that does not possess much depth, has a sharp horizontal break, and high
velocity. Typically, when an overhand thrower throws a pitch with sidespin, it generates some depth. Overall,
the hitter has to account for a large amount of vertical and horizontal movement, a difficult combination to
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handle. However, in reality, the way they have achieved this success could not be more different. No two
pitchers are the same, and this data proves that a pitcher can accomplish success through many different
avenues. After all, the difference between a minor league and major league pitcher is often only a matter of
inches, and the same holds true for successful pitchers in softball. Get the best softball news straight to your
inbox. Already a PRO Member? Claiming the Japan Cup title with the win, the U. Using an experienced
pitching staff and timely hitting, the U. Read More Rising Star: Spooky szn has arrived, which means that
teams are dressing up for their Halloween practices.
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how to develop successful pitchers. The coach's role is to help their individual athletes and team to become the best
they can be. While coaching requires.

Chapter 8 : How To Pitch A Movie - A Movie Pitch Example
A Road Map for Developing Successful Pitchers By Michele Smith How many times have you watched pitchers look
great warming up on the sidelines only to fizzle out once.

Chapter 9 : How To Improve Pitching Control Problems
A successful pitcher will use past experiences and formulate a strategy to always keep the batter uncertain and off
balance. Stay Healthy In addition to the traits listed above, pitchers must pay attention to their bodies and stay healthy in
order to be successful at their position.
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